INPUT DEVICES
Accessories
Compact Joystick Chin Control Kit
Order code: 0035-7011a

Splitter Cable
Order code: 0044-5014a
Connect 2 buttons to 1 connector. Y-Splitter cable: 3.5mm jack male stereao -> 2 x jack
female mono.

Extention cable DIN8P 150cm
Order code: EASYA-020
Extension cable for all HMC joysticks for Easy Rider or Magic Drive.

DX compatible
Mini Joystick DX
Order code: 0001-7009a
Small joystick with ergonomic shape. Can be handled with little strenght and little movement.
Can be ajusted to the needs of the user. Can be manipulated by finger, hand, tongue, chin,
etc. Perfect solution for people who suffer from muscular dystrophy.

VIC CCD DX
Order code: 0002-7002a
This proportional joystick can be operated without any strength. The movement of the finger is
detected and translated into driving or steering signals. It uses IR technology to capture the
position of the finger. You can use the built-in touch contact as mode switch.

Tablet Control DX
Order code: 0023-7003a
This joystick is especially designed to use your hand as driving object. It is robust and people
with a lot of force e.g. spactic movements will not break down this device.

Proportional chin control electric, DX compatible
Order code: CHINI-001
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Proportional Chin Control Manual, DX compatible
Order code: CHINI-003

Proportional feet control, DX compatible
Order code: FEETI-001
This joystick is used by patients who suffer from paralysis of the upper limbs. It is a compact
joystick but foot-controlled. Size of the foot control is easy to ajust ans so is the pivot.A switch
can be installed behind the patients head, so that when he stretches or pushes back, the
wheelchair then stoppes automatic. This is very important for the patients safety.

HMC Compatible
Mini Joystick HMC
Order code: 0001-7004a
Small joystick with ergonomic shape. Can be handled with little strenght and little movement.
Can be ajusted to the needs of the user. Can be manipulated by finger, hand, tongue, chin,
etc. Perfect solution for people who suffer from muscular dystrophy.

VIC CCD touchless finger joystick, Easy Rider comp.
Order code: 0002-7001a
This proportional joystick can be operated without any strength. The movement of the finger is
detected and translated into driving or steering signals. It uses IR technology to capture the
position of the finger. You can use the built-in touch contact as mode switch.

Easy Joystick Select
Order code: 0019-7001a
The Easy Joystick Select enables you to connect 2 different joysticks to the Easy Rider for
example: a standard joystick and a chin controlled joystick.

Tablet Control HMC
Order code: 0023-7001a
This joystick is especially designed to use your hand as driving object. It is robust and people
with a lot of force e.g. spactic movements will not break down this device.

Compact Joystick Advanced - HMC
Order code: 0033-7005a
Designed to provide a 'small package' full function, standard proportional joystick. It is a
solution for any application that would benefit from the small package. The compact joystick
advanced works well as a hand control in all locations (midline, tray mount or arm mount).
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Compact Joystick HMC
Order code: 0035-7005a
The Compact Joystick is an ideal joystick for normal use, as attendant control, chin control,
etc. And 2 external switches can be connected.
This is possible because of the small sizes and the possibility to easily extend the Compact
Joystick.
The Compact Joystick HMC is compatible with the Easy Rider and the Magic Drive.

Compact Joystick HMC LIGHT
Order code: 0035-7006a
This joystick is especially designed to provide a full proportional reduced throw (17mm or
0.67") and light force (50 grams or 1.76 ounces) joystick in a compact housing. The joystick is
ideal as a chin control on a swing away mount or breast harness but also works well as a hand
control in all locations (midline, tray mount or arm mount).

Compact Joystick HMC with Tilt sensor
Order code: 0035-7013a
This proportional joystick has a small housing and can be used in a variaty of solutions: chin
control, attendant control, standard control, etc. An on/off switch and a mode button can be
connected. Because this joystick has a built-in tilt switch. The switch will secure the drive
signals when the joystick is tilted 60 degrees from vertical position.The joystick HMC is
compatible with the Easy Rider and the Magic Drive.

Compact Joystick HMC LIGHT with Tilt Sensor
Order code: 0035-7018a
This joystick is especially designed to provide a full proportional reduced throw (17mm or
0.67") and light force (50 grams or 1.76 ounces) joystick in a compact housing. The joystick is
ideal as a hand control with flip away function in all locations (midline, tray mount or arm
mount) but also works well as a chin control on a swing away mount or breast harness.

Sip & Puff
Order code: 0045-7003a

Proportional feet control, Easy Rider compatible
Order code: EASYS-004
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Proportional Head Control, Easy Rider compatible
Order code: EASYS-008

Omni compatible
Mini Joystick Omni
Order code: 0001-7005a
Small joystick with ergonomic shape. Can be handled with little strenght and little movement.
Can be ajusted to the needs of the user. Can be manipulated by finger, hand, tongue, chin,
etc. Perfect solution for people who suffer from muscular dystrophy.

VIC CCD touchless finger joystick, OMNI compatible
Order code: 0002-7003a
This proportional joystick can be operated without any strength. The movement of the finger is
detected and translated into driving or steering signals. It uses IR technology to capture the
position of the finger. You can use the built-in touch contact as mode switch.

Tablet Control Omni
Order code: 0023-7002a
This joystick is especially designed to use your hand as driving object. It is robust and people
with a lot of force e.g. spactic movements will not break down this device.

Compact Joystick OMNI
Order code: 0035-7003a
This proportional joystick has a small housing and can be used in a variaty of solutions: chin
control, attendant control, standard control, etc. An on/off switch and a mode button can be
connected.

Compact Joystick OMNI LIGHT
Order code: 0035-7004a
This joystick is especially designed to provide a full proportional reduced throw (17mm or
0.67") and light force (50 grams or 1.76 ounces) joystick in a compact housing. The joystick is
ideal as a chin control on a swing away mount or breast harness but also works well as a hand
control in all locations (midline, tray mount or arm mount).

Proportional feet control, OMNI compatible
Order code: FEETI-002
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Proportional Head Control, OMNI compatible
Order code: HEADI-001

Others
Mini Joystick Meyra
Order code: 0001-7006a
Small joystick with ergonomic shape. Can be handled with little strenght and little movement.
Can be ajusted to the needs of the user. Can be manipulated by finger, hand, tongue, chin,
etc. Perfect solution for people who suffer from muscular dystrophy.

VIC CCD touchless finger joystick, MEYRA compatible
Order code: 0002-7004a
This proportional joystick can be operated without any strength. The movement of the finger is
detected and translated into driving or steering signals. It uses IR technology to capture the
position of the finger. You can use the built-in touch contact as mode switch.

R-Net compatible
Mini Joystick R-Net
Order code: 0001-7014a
The Mini Joystick R-Net is a very light touch joystick. So it is an ideal joystick for people
suffering from muscular dystrophy, e.g. Duchene, Becker, limb girdle, congenital,
facioscapulohumeral, myotonic, oculopharyngeal, distal, and Emery-Dreifuss. Full control of
the Mini Joystick can be done with only 14gr. The Mini Joystick is digital and can be directly
connected to the R-Net system of PG Drive Technology.

Compact Joystick Advanced - RNET
Order code: 0033-7001a
Designed to provide a 'small package' full function, standard proportional joystick to avoid the
need of a separate display. It is a solution for any application that would benefit from the small
package or full functionality. The compact joystick advanced works well as a hand control in
all locations (midline, tray mount or arm mount).

Compact Joystick RNET
Order code: 0035-7001a
This proportional joystick has a small housing and can be used in a variaty of solutions: chin
control, attendant control, standard control, etc. An on/off switch and a programmable mode
button can be connected.
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Compact Joystick RNET LIGHT
Order code: 0035-7002a
This joystick is especially designed to provide a full proportional reduced throw (17mm or
0.67") and light force (50 grams or 1.76 ounces) joystick in a compact housing. The joystick is
ideal as a chin control on a swing away mount or breast harness but also works well as a hand
control in all locations (midline, tray mount or arm mount).

Remote Button Interface
Order code: 0049-7010a

USB compatible
Mini Joystick USB
Order code: 0001-7020a
The Mini Joystick USB is a very light touch joystick. So it is an ideal joystick for people
suffering from muscular dystrophy, e.g. Duchene, Becker, limb girdle, congenital,
facioscapulohumeral, myotonic, oculopharyngeal, distal, and Emery-Dreifuss. Full control of
the Mini Joystick can be done with only 14gr. The Mini Joystick is digital and can be directly
connected to a USB port of the computer or your communication device.

Mini Joystick USB with Touch Contact Kit
Order code: 0001-7025a
Complete kit including the Mini Joystick USB, Touch Contact and mounting material to use it
as an USB mouse for computer or communication devices.

HMC Joystick - USB Mouse Interface
Order code: VARIA-300
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